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Abstract: Vegetation plays an important role in atmospheric, hydrologic and biochemical
cycles and is an important indicator of the impact of climate and human factors on the
environment. In this paper, a method, which combines the empirical orthogonal function
(EOF) and temporal unmixing analysis (TUA) methods, is applied to monitor the phenological
characteristcs and spatial distribution of vegetation phenology in the middle part of the
Huai River region. Based on the variance and EOF curves, the EOF provides the number of
phenology modes, information which is the basis for an accurate temporal unmixing
model. The TUA describes the temporal vegetation phenological details and spatial
distribution. Importantly, this approach does not require assumptions, prior information or
pre-defined thresholds. The vegetation phenology curves derived from the MODIS EVI
data using the combined EOF and TUA methods display much more detail than the curves
from Landsat TM using spectral mixture analysis (SMA). Additionally, the vegetation
phenology spatial distribution from MODIS EVI is consistent with the field survey data. The
combination method of EOF and TUA can be used to monitor vegetation phenology
spatiotemporal change in a large area from time series of MODIS EVI data.
Keywords: spatiotemporal; Huai River; empirical orthogonal function; temporal unmixing
analysis; vegetation phenology
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1. Introduction
Vegetation phenology dynamics influence the ecosystem through seasonal changes in albedo [1],
canopy conductance [2,3] and by exerting strong effects on water and heat fluxes [4], carbon cycling [5]
and net ecosystem productivity [6]. Therefore, accurate and detailed spatiotemporal vegetation phenology
is critical to model climatic, hydrological and ecological processes [7].
Vegetation phenology has been studied using field surveys of bud, flowering and leaf-fall dates [8].
Phenology can be monitored on regional, national and global scales using remote sensing data [9,10].
Thresholds technology [11], spectral analysis [12], largest increase identification [13] and temporal
unmixing analysis [14] are among the most common methods used to study vegetation phenology.
However, the most important problem is to extract accurate and effective information from image time
series with fewer limitations and assumptions. The combination method of empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) and temporal unmixing analysis (TUA) was first provided in [15]. Based on EOF
variances and EOF curves, three phenology endmembers have been used effectively to model the
phenology in the Ganges-Brahmaputra delta. In this study, the combination method of EOF and TUA
are used to study the phenological phenomena in the middle part of Huai River region in China, and
four phenology endmembers are selected.
Phenology dimensions by EOF method could be considered the base information for temporal
unmixing modelling. Phenology dimensions mean the number of phenology modes that can be
distinguished from image time series through time. Dimensions could provide a way to show different
image processes, to determine what processes can and cannot be distinguished. In meteorology and
oceanography, the EOF and principal comment (PC) are always related to important spatiotemporal
patterns. They produce statistically uncorrelated modes, but do not guarantee physical significance.
Based on variances and EOF curves, EOFs provide prior statistical dimensions for a temporal unmixing
model. Temporal unmixing analysis provides partial interpretation for EOF. The challenge for
temporal unmixing models is to determine the number of phenology endmembers, and the statistical
EOF results provide base information for modelling [15].
This paper’s objectives are: (1) to apply the combined method of EOF and TUA to produce the
temporal phenology endmembers and spatial vegetation abundance in the middle part of Huai River
region from MODIS EVI time series; and (2) validate the EOF and TUA methods by comparing their
results with those derived from Landsat TM using spectral unmixing and with a field survey spatial
map. In this study, the EOF method provide a statistical way to representing the number of phenological
dimensions by variances. The temporal EOFs and corresponding spatial PCs display spatiotemporal
phenological dimensions of images. Based on the base information of EOFs, the TUA method is used
to extract phenological curves and unmix the spatial distribution as processes. When EOF and TUA
methods are used together, they make up for each other’s shortcomings. The EOF provides the number
of phenological dimensions as prior for temporal unmxing modelling. The TUA method helps to
explain realistic meaning of the statistic EOFs. The spatiotemporal processes were validated using
phenology curves extracted from Landsat and a phenology spatial map derived from field surveys. For
estimating vegetation, MODIS EVI performs better than NDVI and is less susceptible to bias with high
temporal resolution [16–18]. Landsat TM and ETM+ at 30-m resolution also have been used to
identify vegetation phenology [19,20]. Spectral mixture analysis (SMA) could be used to map urban
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land cover and provide vegetation fraction that could be compared to other measures of vegetation
cover [7,21]. In this study, spectral mixture analysis (Substrate-Vegetation-Dark endmembers) has
been used to extract vegetation abundance time series curves that are compared with phenological
endmembers from EVI, to calibrate the phenology patterns [7,22]. Finally, spatial vegetation phenology
maps based on field survey [23–25] are compared with vegetation phenology map derived from the EOF
and TUA methods.
2. Study Sites and Data
2.1. Study Sites
The study area in the middle part of the Huai River basin is located at 113°1′24″~122°0′29″E,
30°0′29″~36°2′24″N (Figure 1a). The study area covers the entire Jiangsu province and Shanghai, and
part of the provinces as follows: Anhui province, Zhejiang province, Shandong province, Henan
province, Hubei province, Jiangxi province, Shanxi province and Hebei province. The elevation of study
area ranges from −126–1750 m. The average annual temperature is 13 °C. The average annual precipitation
is 888 mm [26]. The Huai River lies between the Yangtze River and the Yellow River [27]. It marks the
approximate boundary for the northern and southern climate regions in China. Its northern region is
in the warm temperate zone, and its southern region is in the subtropical zone. The Huai River also
bounds the subhumid and humid regions [28]. Because of these natural conditions, the study area has
a diverse phenology.
The Huai River region is defined by provincial administrative boundaries and includes the entire
Henan, Anhui, Jiangsu, Shanghai and Shandong provinces. In this research, however, the study area is
the middle part of Huai River region because much attention has been paid to the vegetation phenology
in the natural range of the Huai River region.
The temporal composite is composed of the standard deviation EVI, mean EVI and mean absolute
deviation EVI (Figure 1b). The standard deviation and mean absolute deviation show the EVI value
change amplitude [16]. The magenta part corresponds to high standard deviation and high mean absolute
deviation. The reason for the magenta region lies in either significant vegetation change or cloud
contamination. The white part corresponds to high standard deviation, high mean absolute deviation
and high mean EVI. The green part shows the vegetation distribution with low vegetation change. The
temporal composite shows the vegetation spatial distribution and EVI temporal change.
2.2. Data
The MODIS-EVI (Q1) 250m from February 2000 to December 2012 and Landsat data 30 m were
downloaded from the USGS [29]. There are 277 scenes in the MODIS EVI dataset. There are 15 good
quality Landsat images, including 11 scenes from 2003 and four scenes from 2002. The elevation data
were downloaded from GeoMap. The Chinese vegetation data set at a scale of 1:1,000,000 was
provided by Environmental and Ecological Science Data Center for West China, National Natural
Science Foundation of China [25].
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Figure 1. (a) Location and elevation map of the study area. (Based on data from Geomap);
(b) Temporal moment composite of MODIS EVI (Enhanced Vegetation Index) 2000–2012.
The spatiotemporal variability of vegetation is shown by the temporal mean (μ), standard
deviation (σ) and mean absolute deviation (δ).
2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Empirical Orthogonal Function
Mathematically, the EOF method breaks down the original data into products of temporal and
spatial functions [30,31]. The EOFs are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix from the principle
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transform of the original data and represent temporal patterns. The principal components (PCs) represent
the major spatial distribution of corresponding phenological patterns (EOFs). According to the EOF
phenological curves characters, the corresponding spatial PCs is the basis to form the two dimensional
scatter diagram for endmember selection by the TUA method below. The EOFs are statistical results
and any physical meaning cannot be guaranteed. A physical process may include many statistical EOFs
and many processes contribute to one statistical EOF. Recombining EOFs could produce phenological
curves with physical meaning. The two dimensional scatter diagram of PCs is a basis to select phenologic
endmembers and it also offers a process to recombine EOFs.
Moreover, the EOF method aims to reduce the dimensionality with a minimal loss of information,
while maintaining the majority of the essential features [32,33]. The previous EOFs can represent the
characters of the data because they account for the major part of the variance. In this study, according
the variance and EOF curves, the EOFs could provide prior information to determine the number of
phenology dimensions.
2.3.2. Temporal Unmixing Analysis
The temporal unmixing model is the extended concept from spectral mixture analysis [34]. The
notion of a temporal unmixing model is that each pixel is the linear combination of different temporal
endmembers and corresponding fractions [35]. The temporal endmembers can show distinct time
series processes. From a mathematical perspective, the temporal unmixing model can be described as:
DN

E f

E f

⋯

E f

ε

DN means the digital number for each pixel. X represents each pixel position. E means temporal
end members. T represents the temporal dimension, ε means residual. f represents the abundance of the
corresponding temporal end member.
The fractions of the end members are commonly a response to:
f

1f

0

Accurate endmembers and temporal dimensions are the key to temporal mixture models. Endmembers
are in the extreme position of the feature space and represent different fundamental processes.
In a temporal unmixing model, each pixel is the linear combination of different temporal endmembers
and corresponding fractions [35,36]. In this paper, the pixel purity index (PPI) is an adjunct method to
TUA and makes the PC results more accurate. In the feature space, the furthest points away from the
origin of coordinates must be the endmembers [37]. The PPI method involves randomly generating
vectors among the feature space and recording the distance of pixels from vectors. The frequency of
points with the furthest distance is the pure pixel index. The larger the pure pixel index is, the greater
the possibly that the points are endmembers. The advantage of PPI is that it can distinguish extreme
distance and find pure pixels. This is different from other research in which PPI is used to select
endmembers. First, the dimensionality and noise reduction is performed by the PC transform.
Secondly, the PPI method could keep the record of extreme distance when the original data are
projected onto the random generation vectors among the dataset [38]. As a result, the PC transformation
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and PPI mask can keep pure pixels that represent significant phenology types. These pure pixels are
extracted as temporal phenology endmembers.
2.3.3. Combining Empirical Orthogonal Function and Temporal Unmixing Analysis
Phenology endmember selection includes the determination of the number of endmembers and the
spectral type. Based on the first inflection point of variance and EOF curves, EOFs provide the number
of phenology patterns as a basis for the temporal unmixing model. The advantage of the EOF method
is that the variance is based on the data rather than artificially pre-defined values or assumptions;
therefore, it can reflect the basic data structure. Temporal unmixing analysis provides partial interpretation
for EOF. Temporal unmixing analysis models areal phenology modes and spatial distribution.
2.3.4. Spectra Mixture Analysis
In linear spectral mixture analysis, pixels are modeled as linear mixtures of spectrally pure
endmembers with estimated abundances [22,39]. Theoretically, the constraint equation specifies that
the sum of the fractions should equal 1 and the unmixing process should make the RMS error small.
Linear spectral mixture modeling is described in detail in [7]. The selection of substrate, vegetation
and dark endmembers is consistent with this research [40]. In this study, SMA is taken as a calibration
method. The phenology from MODIS EVI by EOF and TUA is compared with vegetation fraction
curves from Landsat TM by SMA.
3. Results
3.1. Empirical Orthogonal Function
There is an obvious inflection point at the fourth EOF (Figure 2a). The four significant EOF modes
will be analyzed further; specifically, they account for 45.20%, 15.55%, 7.32% and 5.07% of the
variance. The first four EOFs explain the majority of the vegetation changes in the middle Huai River
region. These EOF and PC results represent vegetation changes relative to the large area. The other
273 dimensions explain the remaining 26.86% of the variance.
The EOF structure also shows that the first four have different frequency behaviors with the
remaining EOFs (Figure 2c). The first four EOFs have a regular seasonal or annual frequency change
that represents the main vegetation phenology changes over a large area. In contrast, the other EOFs
exhibit poorly expressed annual frequency variability because the corresponding phases stem from
noise or cloud contamination, or only represent phenology in small areas.
EOFs display periodicities that are related to annual, semiannual and seasonal changes (Figure 2b).
The first EOF corresponding to the mean EVI has weak amplitude. The second EOF shows approximately
annual cycles, and the third and fourth EOFs have regular peaks at annual and biannual periods, while
these peaks identify the amplitude of the most energetic vegetation albedos in different months. In
contrast, the remaining EOFs have high or low level peaks where they are linked to a small local area.
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Figure 2. (a) EOFs (Empirical orthogonal function) variance of MODIS EVI dataset;
(b) EOFs 1–10 for the extreme PC transform of the MODIS EVI time series; (c) Different
frequency behaviors between the first four EOFs and the others.
The light grey sections exhibit the spatial PCs that correspond to the first four temporal EOFs,
which emphasize the vegetation spatial distribution in the west along the Huai River, in the south, in
the north and in the east, respectively (Figure 3). Note that only the phenology mode of large spatial
distribution can be identified. As a result, the EOF method provides dimensional characters to describe
the spatial and temporal vegetation phenology distribution over a large area.

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of temporal EOFs 1–4 that corresponds to the area in the
north along the Huai River, in the south, in the northeast and in the southeast. The
variances of the first four PCs are 45.2%, 15.6%, 7.3% and 5.1%.
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3.2. Temporal Unmixing Analysis
Based on PC transform, phenology endmembers are the vertex of a geometry that consists of two
PCs as X, Y apexes (Figure 4). Taking Figure 4b as an example, it uses the PC2, PC3 defined as X, Y
apexes. The three endmembers are at the extreme vertices of the pixel cloud. The fourth endmember is
identified by projection in the direction of PC2 and PC4. In addition, no vegetation endmembers with
low EVI are identified in Figure 4a [15]. The EOF eigenvalues describe the phenology dimensional
characters, and four endmembers for the temporal unmixing model were selected in this paper.

Figure 4. Temporal feature space. The extreme vertices of the pixel cloud represent vegetation
phenology endmembers. The middle parts are mixture endmembers. The topology of low order
PCs also represents temporal pattern distributions as linear combinations of individual EOFs.
The phenology endmembers are combinations of individual EOFs. The eigenvalues of the
covariance explain the weight of each spatial EOF in the entire dataset. The temporal PCs express the
weight of each pixel of corresponding EOFs. EOFs have statistical meaning. A spatiotemporal process
may include more than one EOF and many spatiotemporal processes contribute to one EOF [15]. In the
topology of pixel cloud, PCs focus on low order EOFs and combined EOFs contribute to a spatiotemporal
process. The combined EOFs that represent phenology patterns exist in the geometry vertex.
A set of vegetation endmembers was selected to represent the dominant phenology mode in the
middle part of the Huai River (Figure 5a). Two annual endmembers and two double cycle endmembers
can be seen. There may be several days or weeks between the early season double and late season
double endmembers because of climate differences caused by the ocean, elevation, sunshine and other
factors. Clearly, the endmember (long season annual) has long green-up periods and a lower maximum
EVI. The endmember (short season annual) has a higher maximum EVI.
The abundance map of vegetation endmembers estimated using the temporal mixture method is
shown in Figure 5b,c. The figure shows that the abundance is mainly distributed over large areas
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corresponding to the area in the west along the Huai River, in the south, in the northeast and in the
east. The annual endmember abundances are found in the south and north of the study area. The double
cycle endmember abundances are distributed in the west and east of the study area along the Huai
River. The total root mean square (RMS) of the temporal unmixing analysis is less than 0.02869.

Figure 5. (a) Vegetation phenological endmembers. (b, c) Fraction spatial distribution of
corresponding phenological endmembers. There are four temporal endmembers: annual
(short season), annual (long season), double (early season) and double (late season) for
vegetation in the middle part of the Huai River region.
3.3. Calibration
The base map in Figure 6a shows the substrate, vegetation and dark endmember abundances from
a single RGB Landsat image from 2003 (scene ID LT 51210362003235BJC00). This study used
15 Landsat images from 2002 and 2003. Each image was unmixed using the substrate, vegetation and
dark endmembers; therefore, 15 vegetation fractions were used to compose the vegetation abundance
time series. According to the dots shown on the Figure 6a, the vegetation phenology temporal curve
can be extracted from the vegetation abundance time series data.
Figure 6b shows the 12 vegetation phenology comparison point positions of the MODIS data,
corresponding to the positions of the same color points from Landsat in Figure 6a. The base map in
Figure 6b shows the abundance of the annual (long season), double (early season), and annual (short
season) endmembers, corresponding to RGB. The red, green, blue and yellow dots in Figure 6b
represent the position of the annual (long season), double (early season), annual (short season), and
double (late season) endmembers from 23 MODIS EVI time series images from 2003.
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Figure 6. (a) Base map is result of SVD mixture model for Landsat 30 m; (b) Base map is
result of temporal mixture model with four periodic endmembers for MODIS 250 m. The
periodic endmembers in 2003 are extracted from the MODIS and Landsat vegetation time
series. The colored circles show the spatial locations of the four periodic endmembers.
In Figure 7, the phenology curve (color) derived from MODIS EVI data using the EOF and TUA
methods is validated by comparison with the Landsat fraction curve (black). Generally, the vegetation
phenology curves in 2003, as expressed by the EVI and Landsat vegetation fractions, are largely
consistent, with a maximum peak at the same time and rising and falling at a similar rate. This
demonstrates that the phenology endmembers selected in this study are real and characteristic.
(1) In Figure 7a, the red phenology endmembers display single peaks in May and have long
temporal profiles. The phenological phase of MODIS and Landsat images agree well. The MODIS
EVI describes more phenology details because there are 23 EVI images and 15 Landsat images.
(2) In Figure 7b, the peaks of the blue phenology endmembers are both in July and the growing
season is short. The peaks of Landsat fraction curves are found to maintain peaks in the same
month with the EVI.
(3) Figure 7c shows that the first peak of green endmembers is in April and the second peak is
around July. The peaks of blank lines appear in the same time. These curves increase and fall at
a similar rate.
(4) In Figure 7d, the first peak of yellow phenology endmembers is in May and the second peak
is in July. The peaks of blank lines are also in May and July. These curves have the same
phenology phase.
The comparisons between EVI endmembers and vegetation fraction from Landsat TM aim to
contrast the phenology phase, not the value. Phenology phase reflects the phenology patterns. The
value of vegetation endmembers is enhanced vegetation index from MODIS. The value of vegetation
fraction is the vegetation abundance by spectral mixture analysis from Landsat TM.
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Figure 7. Periodic endmembers for a subset of the EVI temporal feature space. The
colored periodic endmembers are extracted from the Landsat images. The black periodic
endmembers are captured from MODIS EVI. These endmembers describe phenological
amplitude and phase variations.
The advantage of MODIS EVI data is that it can be used to make temporal profiles, but the spatial
resolution is 250 m, 500 m and 1000 m. Conversely, Landsat data have high spatial resolution but are
often contaminated by clouds. Twenty-three EVI scenes from 2003 are compared with 15 Landsat
scenes. Because of cloud cover, 10 Landsat scenes were obtained from 2003 and five from 2002. The
disadvantage is that Landsat images are easily contaminated by clouds and are not sufficient temporal
profiles. Single year Landsat images often cannot describe details of temporal phenology. The
advantage of Landsat data is that the combination of Landsat data from several years by spectral
mixture analysis can demonstrate the phenology cycles. This can also offer a way to represent phenological
characteristics. In this paper, the combination of Landsat data in 2002 and 2003 is used to extract
phenology curves compared with MODIS EVI in 2003 by EOF and TUA method.
4. Discussions
4.1. Comparison with Field Survey Data
Figures 5 and 8a show that the spatial distribution of vegetation phenology from MODIS EVI is
basically consistent with the field survey data except for a small area of forests. Note the cultivated
vegetation and forest areas in Figure 8a. The distribution of annual and double vegetation in Figure 5
separately corresponds to the forest and cultivated areas in Figure 8a. The comparison also shows that
the forest area in Figure 8a is larger than the area of annual vegetation in Figure 5a. The main reason is
the difference in time between Figure 5, which spans from 2000–2012, and Figure 8a, which spans
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from 19810–2001. The spatial distribution of cropland in 2000 is undated in [24], which is consistent
with the cropland distribution in Figure 5. The vegetation phenology map could be updated using the
EOF and TUA methods. Compared with the field survey data, there are two crop phenology endmembers
and two forest phenology endmembers.
The spatial distribution of vegetation phenology described in Figure 8b contains five types of
vegetation phases from the field survey. The two-year three ripe grain fields (green) and one-year two
ripe grain fields (yellow) in Figure 8b correspond well to cultivated vegetation with double early
season (green) and double late season (yellow) in Figure 5. The one-year two ripe fields or three ripe
parts in Figure 8b are not in accordance with the corresponding field in Figure 5 because the phenology
classification is not precise in Figure 8b. Phenology based on remote sensing mainly represents total
vegetation changes over large areas, and it is different from traditional remote sensing in observing the
start and end dates of a single plant at a fixed point. When the ground greenness reaches a certain limit,
the satellite sensors begin to extract the beginning and end date in large-scale regions. The growing
season determined by remote sensing describes the active state of entire vegetation communities.

Figure 8. (a) Spatial distribution of vegetation in the middle part of the Huai River region.
Notice the spatial distribution of cultivated vegetation and forests; (b) Spatial distribution
of cultivated vegetation phenology. The cultivated vegetation area is divided into five
phenological subspaces. Compare the phenological distribution from the temporal mixture
model results and the cultivated vegetation phenology figure.
4.2. Strengths and Uncertainties
The EOF method provides the number of phenology dimensions as a basis for the TUA method, and
in this lies the strength of the combined method. The most similar comparison is temporal unmixing using
independent component analysis in [35]. The approach in [35] decomposes mixed observations by a
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remote sensor into individual crop signals in three regions covering parts of Kansas and Nebraska in
the US and a third region in northwestern Turkey. The method in [35] may be appropriate for regions
where the phenology patterns are known previously. Sometimes, the phenology phenomenon in certain
areas is diverse (once a year, twice a year and so on), but the phenology endmember types are not
known. Information on more general endmember characteristics is needed. The EOF method discussed
in this paper is used to describe the dimensionality based on the dataset itself and provide the number
of phenology patterns. The combined EOF and TUA methods are appropriate for areas where
phenology patterns are without prior information for phenology patterns.
The number of endmembers is uncertain because it depends on the phenological characteristics of
the study area. However, the EOF method described here could characterize phenology as a priori.
The combined EOF and TUA method provided by Small [15] uses three phenology endmembers to
describe the phenology pattern in the Ganges-Brahmaputra delta. The three phenology endmembers
represent 81% of the spatiotemporal variance in the data. In this study, four phenology endmembers
are selected to characterize the phenology in the Huai River region. The first four endmembers explain
73.14% of the variance corresponding to spatiotemporal processes. The first inflection point is at the
fourth EOF. More phenology endmembers could be selected to describe abundant phenological
spatiotemporal processes, but it is easy to overfit if the endmembers are not sufficiently independent.
The EOF method provides a statistical dimensional representation. Areal phenology diversity
determines the first inflection point of EOF variances, and further determines the number of dominant
phenology dimensions.
4.3. Further Application
The EOF method decomposes the vegetation indexes into different directions, and these
eigenvectors have clear physical meanings. In Figure 2, the fifth EOF shows a significantly decreasing
trend. By comparing the fifth EOF with its corresponding spatial distribution, there is a high vegetation
reduction, so the EOF eigenvectors can be used to detect the most sudden decreases in vegetation in a
region. Because the balance between population, resources and environmental pollution has been
neglected, there are problems such as population explosion and vegetation deterioration. The EOF
method could also help detect changes to vegetation within evolving urban areas.
The vegetation phenology distribution map could be applied at large scales in China. The EOF
provides phenology dimensions based on the data without assumptions, and the TUA extracts phenology
endmembers that describe phenology stages at large scales. To expand the use of this method in China,
the correlation between vegetation indexes and elevation must be considered. Elevation and temperature
are the dominant factors that control vegetation phenology [41]. Elevation could complicate the study
of regional phenology. If the combined EOF and TUA methods are applied to vegetation phenology in
China, the phenology in alpine regions, such as the Tibetan Plateau, can be analyzed further.
The phenology partition could be utilized as the basis of agricultural production estimation
sampling [16]. Because global warming, water shortages and extreme weather greatly impact
agriculture, food security issues have gained global attention. Accurate knowledge of agricultural
production and effective food security alarm forecasts could benefit agricultural trade, macroeconomic
policy-making and other socioeconomic functions. Usually, sampling for agricultural production estimation
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is based on random statistical selection, but phenology partitions derived from the joint application of the
EOF and TUA methods could narrow the sampling frame and optimize the sampling results.
5. Conclusions
The variances and EOF curves help to determine the number of phenology dimensions. A large
amount of data is concentrated by the EOF method. The first inflection point appears at the fourth EOF
and the first four EOF curves have regular patterns. The first four EOFs can simultaneously represent
the phenology modes. The EOFs provide the number of phenology dimensions as a basis for the
temporal unmixng model. The first four PCs simultaneously represent the spatial distribution of
corresponding EOFs.
Phenology endmember abundance by TUA method is based on the endmembers’ extraction. The
endmembers are extracted using a scatterplot based on PCs that are optimized by the PPI mask. Based
on the EOF prior information, four phenology endmembers (annual long season, annual short season,
double early season, double late season) are applied into a temporal unmixing model. The spatial
distribution of four endmembers (short season annual, long season annual, early season double,
late season double) are separately located in the north, south, west and east of the middle part of Huai
river region.
By comparison, the phenology curves derived by linear spectral unmixing using Landsat fraction
temporal profiles have simultaneous peaks with the EVI phenology endmembers, and both increase
and fall at a similar rate. These results demonstrate that the phenology phase of endmembers and vegetation
fraction are consistent. In addition, the Landsat images could be used for phenology, but it is difficult
to acquire sufficient temporal profiles that are not contaminated by clouds. In this work, the phenology
endmembers derived by the EOF and TUA methods can describe many more details of vegetation
phenology than the Landsat images processed with spectral unmixing.
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